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Reviewed by Eve Wood

The first verse of the Mamas and the Papas seminal 1960’s anthem California Dreamin’ begins
with “all the leaves are brown, and the sky is grey,” at once establishing an atmosphere devoid of
color, hope and youthful abandon, and certainly not a description one would associate with the
sunny, carefree lifestyle that has become emblematic of the quintessential California experience.
Ultimately the song is a lament, a yearning to return to a brighter, more hopeful landscape, if only
in the songwriter’s mind. Samantha Fields solo exhibition, American Dreaming, could be said to
expand on this longing, albeit taking a darker more ominous approach.

The idea that someone might actually “dream” in today’s fractious America is rapidly becoming
an antiquated notion at best, replaced with the ever-expanding undercurrent of hatred, bigotry and
misogyny that has, sadly, always informed the backdrop of American history. Certainly, black
culture in this country has been brutalized by the promise of a dream that is constantly denied,
bastardized, pillaged, raped and then reasserted over and over. Samantha Fields vision of the world
can be understood through this lens where even the very notion of hope is exemplified in a spray
of colored confetti that punctuates each burning landscape. Imagine putting a Band Aid on a
gangrenous leg, believing that this gesture alone will somehow make a difference. Looking at
these paintings feels very much like this, as there is an urgency, a necessity posited within each of
these works for crucial and immediate change. At its best, art is a reflection of the world around
us, a mirror to hasten change, not deny it. All of the paintings in this exhibition are, in their own
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way, a call to arms, a battle cry for a dying planet.  

Another Week in the Death of America

Most strikingly, very few of Fields’ paintings contains a literal human body as though all human
culpability were funneled into each new disaster. For example, in the painting “Another Week in
the Death of America,” 2020, we see a jetliner on fire, in its final descent to ground. Perhaps more
than any other human advancement, flight could be said to exemplify both our greatest
achievement and the pinnacle of our arrogance as a species. Most assuredly the planes that
populate Fields’ startlingly stark and fiery landscapes are populated with human beings, yet we
cannot see them, and are left only with the symbols of their advancements. Thus, these paintings
feel more like metaphors for loss, though within each there is always an excuse for celebration,
even at the cost of human life, as an explosion of brightly colored balloons surrounds the downed
plane. This is an image that repeats throughout the exhibition in various iterations. Fields utilizes
the image of the balloon and falling confetti as dynamic visual tropes. The floating bodies take the
place of human forms as though standing in for us in each increasingly apocalyptic scene, empty-
headed emissaries sent on ahead of us.
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Dynamic Messaging

Strangely, the most ominous work
in the show is not a painting of
disaster at all but of Fields’ parent’s
home in rural Ohio. Starkly
contrasted with the other works in
the show, the painting is an image
of the back of the house with a
snow-covered car in the drive, yet
even here, seemingly far removed
from the maddening crowd, confetti
rains down like fire. We can kid
ourselves all we want that we our
safe, but Fields teaches us that the
devastations of the world are painful
and far-reaching.

Fields also conflates disaster with
celebration. Rarely do you ever see
confetti or balloons at a funeral, yet in Fields dynamic universe, the balloon functions as a
strangely allegorical element, a harbinger of disaster, but also suggests the leavings of our human
existence. Balloons can travel thousands of miles and pollute the most pristine environments.
They’ve been known to cause dangerous power outages and countless fires, but they also kill
countless numbers of animals every year because they can be mistaken for food. All in all, another
seemingly innocuous and completely useless human invention. Nothing captures this sense of
inane hubris like the painting “Dynamic Messaging,” 2020, that foregrounds a huge number of
balloons flying into a forest fire. The painting is as much about our arrogance and complete lack of
responsibility as a species and as stewards of the living world as it is about an actual landscape
burning. This is Fields’ great genius – to posit for us a dramatic and traumatic event, all the while
slyly and indirectly insinuating that we are the ones responsible for it in the first place. There is no
pointing of fingers or literal translation of our human culpability here, only a dense flurry of
colored balloons overtaking a dying landscape.
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American Dreaming

Enter your email and click ‘SUBSCRIBE’ to receive a weekly recap of reviews, interviews, the latest in song, cinema, the state
of art and other cerebral musings. Each Sunday from Riot Material.

 

Eve Wood is Los Angeles Art Critic for Riot Material Magazine. Ms. Wood’s poetry and art
criticism have appeared in many magazines and journals including Artillery, Whitehot, Art &
Cake, The New Republic, The Denver Quarterly, Triquarterly, Flash Art, Angelino Magazine,
New York Arts, The Atlantic Monthly, Artnet.com, Artillery, Tema Celeste, Art Papers, ArtUS,
Art Review, and LatinArt.com. She is the author of five books of poetry. Also an artist, her work
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Los Angeles painter Samantha Fields gained recognition for her lovingly

rendered images of disasters and disorientations in the natural landscape

and built environment — fires, floods, tornadoes, and the like. But since

2016, her concept of destruction has expanded to include the chaos and

confusion rampant in this chapter of our social and political history. While

her iconography and palette intensified, the images have remained

metaphorical, with emotions evoked and Cassandra-like warnings issued,

and dark humor abounding as a strategy for staying sane.

The exhibition will be up at LSH Colab on Virgil Ave. from June 14 – July

11, with both an opening reception on Sunday, June 14 (4-6pm) and

appointments available Wednesday – Saturday (noon-5pm). Contact the

gallery to schedule a time, and if you’re thinking of attending this Sunday,

wear a mask and plan to observe social distancing, which may include

chilling outside for a second if someone’s already in there. Sunday, June

14, 4-6 p.m.; instagram.com/lsh_colab. 
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or gather in large chaotic groups, cher-
ries escape their box, humble pears nod
to each other like two old men sitting on
a porch. The paintings' tides further
poke fun: FourApples (2004) actually
depicts five (if you look closely; one has
been painted out, another almost com-
pletely so, and another is almost off the
canvas). And the title Still Lif with the
Smartly Spaced Down-Rolling Oranges
(2002) is simply funny all on its own.
The landscapes however, maintain not a
seriousness, but serious beauty. Often
composed of deep blues, bright greens
and whites, they look out onto a faraway
horizon; a long summer afternoon, calm
and thoughtful.

Regardless of subject matter, the
works share evidence of "mistakes," com-
position rethought, objects covered up,
paint drips. The artist wants to reveal his
process-the scars and history-which
only adds to their beauty. Indeed, often
so shallowly hidden, the mis-strokes
become as much a part of the painting as
what is evident. Because Stapranss
paintings are not about their subject; his
choice of the mundane removes any
narrative. He wants to share something
more than immediately meets the eye.
He draws us in just a little closer to
experience something beyond it a visual
experience. In an essay that appears in
the book that accompanies this exhibi-
tion, Paul J. Karlstrom notes: "...
Staprans maintains that, for him, paint-
ing is not an intellectual process but an
entirely sensual one." And so it is for
the viewer too.

-Chbrie Louise Tmrner

Ralmonds Staprans: Art of Tranquility and
Turbulence closes March 19 at the Pasadena
Museum of California Art, 490 E. Union, St,
Pasadena.

Ch6rie Louise Turner is a freelance writer
based in Tahoe City

'MightLites' at Sabina
Lee Gallery

n many ways, recent art in
Los Angeles has favored the
large, the bright and the
bold. NightLites, a group
show of six-Wendy Adest,
Jon Elliott, Samantha Fields,
Niki Lederer, Mery Lynn
McCorkle and Andra

Samelson-at Sabina Lee Gallery, pro-
vides an enigmatic respite. Each of the
artists has an idiosyncratic vision of the
theme-night, shadow, a light in the
dark--and of their media. Though less
than fully realized in places, the exhibi-
tion is characterized by an overall sense
of individuality. Group shows, especially
themed ones, can invite the unenlight-
ened impulse to compare-big,
small/like, don't/like, dark/light, but

NightLites is different. The broad range
of materials and the fact that the artists
genuinely address the theme, lend a
democratic spirit to the show.

Adeses installation, Fireflies, expresses
a tension between fancy and danger that
prevails in the show. A series of faint
lines--part magic circle, part bull's eye-
encircle moths and fireflies on dark, hazy
spheres that float on the wall like a
stream of bubbles. Portals into an
obscure fog that seems ordinary at one
glance and otherworldly the next, the
circles are rimmed by a neon glow from
the transparent Plead bases. Adest's use of
hand coloring in combination with com-
puter-generated imagery is beautifuilly
handled, at once elegant and uncanny.

Circles are echoed, and then endlessly
repeated,
stretched and
otherwise
distorted, in
seven
remarkable
paintings by
McCorkle.
Layer upon
layer of varia-
tions of gold,
magenta, blue
form and re-
form into cir-
cles, parts of
circles, pat-
terns making
circles. I
would locate
them some-
where
between the
middle of a
crowded,
pulsing dance
dub and the
point just in
front of a
swarm of
lights. The
circles and
ovals are
made up of
repeated
shapes that
often resem-
ble, in an odd
twist, small,
plastic finger-
nails. Pills

From top: Mery Lynn McCorkle, Cured,
2005, acrylic on panel, 30" x 22-1/2";
Wendy Adest, Fireflies, 2004, photo
print on Plexiglas, hand colored with
charcoal, acrylic wash; Samantha
Fields, detail of Come and See, 2005,
acrylic on canvas, 72" x 48", at Sabina
Lee Gallery, Los Angeles.

Is a web of intricate ballpoint trac-
It's as if the universe were con-
[on the head of a pin, or the thumb
[ant.
rspective shifts again in Fields's
and See, where a miniature person,
r, a bear and a mouse attend a tiny,
ampfire in the bottom comer of
mvas. Dwarfed by a massive, smoky
te fire and its attendants seem to be
age in the desert of a very long

7o sconces by Lederer have a garage
mnkiness that is eclectic and fun; if
ght was getting creepy, these hold
vinking light. It could be the limit-
-mat of a group show, but the works
Ids and Lederer share a preliminary
.y like sketches of a larger idea.

Three paintings by Elliott
veer from the fantastical to the
bleak and highlight the welcome
eccentricity that reverberates
through NightLites. Similar in
concept to Nigel Cooke's mas-
sive, post-apocalyptic pieces,
these small mixed-media paint-
ings share the spirit of Philip
Guston's later work. Lines
scratched into glossy, black
enamel surfaces trace outlines of
a city that forms here and disin-
tegrates there, marred by course,
cement-like patches of polymer
and stippled with cascades of
pastel dots forming ephemeral
clouds out of refuse.

Maybe I'm still reeling from
all those big, bright paint funmes
swirling around town, but the
work of these artists seems to
speak to our precarious and sti-
fling times. Like an unexpected
heartbeat or the metropolis at 3

A2W, they are dark and
leering, intoxicating and
fanciful.

-Annie Buckley

NighlLites closed in
January at Sabina Lee
Gallery, Los Angeles.

Annie Buckley is a free-
lance writer based in Los
Angeles.

and flowers, fractured rainbows and
broken glass, there's something
black in all this brilliance. Though
Fred Tomaselli comes to mind,
Yayoi Kusama is a more accurate a
reference; there is an insistence and
anxiety to McCorkle's work that siz-
zles delightfully through all that
structured geometry.

Samelson's Blue Prints share a
similar, if toned down, obsession.
The huge, carbon copy-blue image
is eerie. From across the room, it
looks like a hugely magnified fin-
gerprint and closer inspection

Charles Long at
Shoshana Wayne
Gallery

Naturalism ... says in effect, "The room in
which we find ourselves isfairly comfortable.
Draw the curtains, for the night is dark:
and let us devote ourselves to describing the
firniture: Unfortunately, however, even the
furniture refuses to accommodate itself to the
naturalistic view of things. Once we begin to
examine it attentively, we find that it
abounds in hints of wonder and mystery:
declares aloud that even chairs and tables are
not what they seem.."

-Evelyn Underhill, Mysticism

S• ormalist innovation
in the early twenty-
first century can be as
calculated and stylish
-and vacant and flat-
tering- as academic
naturalist narrative
could in the mid-

nineteenth century. The pace set by the
art market results in work that is often,
to quote Harold Rosenberg, "a centaur-
like being-part words, part art sup-
plies," and satisfying neither as visual nor
verbal artifact. The recent sculptural
work of Charles Long questions the cur-
rent paradigm of theory-based (high con-
cept, high production values) consum-
ables comprising what he calls "the glob-
al culture of fun museum shows and
magazines." The funky metaphysical
contraptions he has fashioned for More
Like a Dream Than a Scheme, by contrast,
derive from "old-fashioned modernist
means," according to Art in America
writer Raphael Rubinstein, and are both
intensely personal and, to the attentive
viewer, thematically and emotionally
rich. "Objectifications of psychological
states ... [that] speak of the spiritual
through the material," they're sad, funny,
joyous, poignant, ghostly and profound.
A small selection at Shoshana Wayne
Gallery from this body of work-two
sculptures, sixteen photos and a short
video-provides a tantalizing sampling of
previous larger shows at Brown
University and Site Santa Fe; an excel-
lent catalog with essays by Vesela
Sretnovic and Gregory Volk is available.

Known until now for his sleek con-
structions marrying furniture with blob-
by humorous silicone concretions and
excrescences (Our Bodies, Our Shelves) as
well as his multimedia collaborations
(Amorphous Body Center, with music by
Stereolab), Long is an inventive and
eclectic sculptor, with wide-ranging
interests in such disparate styles as arte
povera, performance, and, for a time,
standup comedy. His influences include
modernist sculptors such as Ibram
Lassaw, Isamu Noguchi, Theodore
Roszak and Seymour Lipton. After sever-
al years' absence from the art scene, he
has reemerged powerful, returning to
sculpture's "autonomous object" tradition
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Samantha Fields: Storm Anvil over the Gre,
Plains (Nebraska), 2007, acrylic on canvas
panel, 42 by 36 Inches; at Kim Light/LightE

LOS ANGELES

Samantha Fields
at Kim Light/LightBox
Environmental drama of Shake-
spearean proportions is the best
way to describe the unrestrained
atmospheric landscapes that
constituted Samantha Fields's
major solo exhibition, "This
Land." The nine medium-size
airbrushed canvases (all 2006
or '07) are synthesized composi-
tions collaged from photographs
she took chasing storm cells
across the U.S. Fields contem-
plates the darkest possible out-
comes of man's impact on nature
and the ever-present possibility
of natural and manmade apoca-
lyptic intrusions-acid rain, global
warming, nuclear winters, wild-
fires, twisters, earthquakes, etc.

The artist's previous works

Iva Gueorguieva: The Blue Rider, 2007, ac
canvas, 90 inches square; at Carl Berg.

examined molecular pat-
terns, genetically engi-
neered flora and curiously
rodentlike fauna, and the
ascent of early man as a
dominant force on earth-
hairy bipeds brandishing
weapons. In spite of her
disaster-based mantras
and eco-political subtexts,
Fields never loses sight
of an esthetic informed by
the sublime. Her sophisti-
cated, historically ground-
ed gaze, referencing art-
ists as diverse as Bosch
and Ross Bleckner, Goya
and Beverly Fishman, is
as concerned with for-
mal issues as with social

at consciousness. Now that
on her work is mostly devoid
lox. of people or manmade

products, displacement
and reclamation are the

key metaphors. Storm Anvil over
the Great Plains (Nebraska) is
in the tradition of Leonardo's
deluge drawings and Thomas
Cole's The Oxbow. Her use of
light and shadow further exag-
gerates the viewer's perception
of movement and pictorial depth,
as the storm moves across the
canvas-wild cumulonimbus
clouds spread their ominous
wings over hundreds of miles
of heartland as a hopeful, lumi-
nous blue sky is sucked into a
gargantuan black hole tearing
through the lower right quadrant.

Wilderness at Twilight (Yel-
lowstone), the largest of the new
paintings, suggests a post-nucle-
ar scenario. Thick, rusty clouds
bear down heavily on a thin
undulating band of parched earth
while simultaneously blotting out
life-giving sun. The barely visible
remains of a defoliated forest

stand tall and popu-
rylic on late the brooding

terrain as if wait-
ing for something
other than their
apparent destiny.

Fields's picto-
rial solutions are
never simple. She
builds tension by
juxtaposing familiar
and idealized ico-
nography with psy-
chologically charged
allusions, and she
skillfully employs
color theory, hyper-
narrative and the
inherent grandeur of
the Western Ameri-
can landscape.

-Joe Lewis

Iva Gueorguieva
at Carl Berg
There is a lot to like about the
expansive, turbulent canvases
of Iva Gueorguieva, from their
varied and inventive brushwork to
their radiant, Romantic palette to
the stealthy presence of ghostly,
humanoid creatures she picks out
of the morass. In her second solo
show at this space, the Bulgar-
ian-bom artist, who studied with
Dona Nelson at Tyler School of
Art in Philadelphia, structures the
more successful of her landscape-
like spaces around large, readily
legible subdivisons of the picture
plane, grounding her churning,
overwrought vistas in familiar
compositional conventions.

At roughly 8 by 18 feet, Gyre
(all paintings acrylic on canvas,
2007) devours the viewer by virtue
not only of its size but its colors,
wildly divergent in both value
and hue, and its skittish but
purposeful touch. A swath of
blue and green splinters the
painting, pushing hot colors
to the edges. It is a spiraling
torrent that might represent Xi
wind or water, and it sucks
the viewer into a vortex of
fire and ice. The exhibition's
title, "Gyre Carling," refers
to a supernatural being in
Celtic lore, the Queen of
the Witches, who controls
the weather and is prone
to shape-shifting. Let's say
that Gueorguieva does not
shy away from melodrama.

The nature of the ground
varies. In Thick as Thieves, Sear
a clamoring, heaving heaven tran
looms above the limpidly squa
glowing horizon, set low in
the frame; mediating between
the two is a charred-looking,
demonic head sprouting antlers
or branches. The paint's crisp
delivery, on a plain gesso ground,
differs greatly in effect from The
Blue Rider, which is painted on
raw canvas into which the initial
application of paint soaks. The
soft-focus glowing stain of pale
blue and yellow-green implies an
orb of distant, heavenly light that
frames and contains the mad flurry
of strokes whirling through the
foreground. An absorbent gesso
ground lends a pallid, watery look
to another painting, These are
Places where nothing is wrong but
there is Something wrong; lacking
a strong structure, however, its 6-
by-9-foot expanse is claustrophobi-
cally dense and chromatically flat.

In a selection of works on paper,
Sleepy Genes is a standout. At
3 feet across, it is intimate com-

pared to the canvases, but it is
similarly full to bursting and also
relies on the contrast of broad,
sweeping application and finer
drawing. Sprightly hues of rose,
violet and green gouache domi-
nate; blackish ink provides ballast.
The interplay of line and shape
animating the paintings is here
further complicated by the tactil-
ity of a collaged surface and by
creeping figurative references.

Gueorguieva's work recalls the
swirling, elastic space and dissolv-
ing forms of Futurism, the bombast
of the high Baroque and the grand
scale of Hudson River School
painters like Bierstadt and Church.
Julie Mehretu and Cecily Brown
are compositional cousins. But
Gueorguieva is no pasticheuse;
she is well on her way to mak-
ing this canny blend of sources
and enthusiasms her own.

-Stephen Maine

nHiggins: Terraform, 2007, inkjet print
sfer and acrylic on Plexiglas, 36 inches
are; at sixspace.

CULVER CITY

Sean Higgins at
sixspace
A University of Pennsylvania
graduate making his solo debut,
Sean Higgins crafts photo-based
hybrids that yield appealing if
deliberately vague depictions of
water-bound land masses. Most
of the works shown at sixspace
are square, ranging from 2 to 5
feet on a side. Higgins shot some
of the source photos and appropri-
ated others; whether verdant and
sylvan or barren and desolate, all
the islands are seen from elevated
vantage points that emphasize
their isolation. Each photo is
enlarged and transferred to the
back of a sheet of Plexiglas. The
front side is then carefully sanded
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show strikes a balance between what is
expected of pink and what unexpected
idioms might be possible beyond those
associations. The pink in Samantha
Thomas's Punk bubbles up like joyful tar
from underneath the weight of cliff-like
passages of black paint. One black shape
takes up the whole left third of the can-
vas and along its top edge across to the
other side. Another splats and bleeds like
an ink blot, resting inside a central
square of hot red that is in turn bordered
on the left and top by a thin edge of light
pink separating the red from the sur-
rounding black. The bottom is white,
with ethereal red circles and the whole
seems like a grotto or a slow-motion
flood, painted with energy and move-
ment and no shyness toward pigment; a
total independence from form makes it
plain that pink can hold its own with the
big colors.

-Shana Nys Dambwot

Pink III closed in March at Arena 1, Santa
Monica Fine Art Studios. Other artists in the
exhibition were: Robert Acuhia, Wendy Adest,
Daniele Albright and Stefan Lawrence, Jimi
Gleason, Carrie Jenkins, Katy Stone, Peter Wu,
Rosha Yaghmai, and Almond Zigmund.

Shana Nys Dambrot is a contributing editor
to Artweek

Amanda Ross-Ho at
Cherry and Martin

a manda Ross-Ho's
newest exhibition,
Nothin Fuckin
Matters, has a
depressingly apt
title. In the artist's
third solo show
since graduation

from University of Southern California
in 2006, and the second at Cherry and
Martin, Ross-Ho shows pieces from sev-
eral bodies of work to varied effect.
Ostensibly, the works are characterized
by an obtuse, laissez-faire sensibility
(appropriately so, given the title), but this
malaise is punctuated by shades of some-
thing deeper and more resonant. Mantle,
hidden away in the gallery's smaller back
room, includes a black-and-white photo-
graph of the world hung above a rectan-
gle cut out from the wall. Flat ovals and a
rough square are cut from sheetrock and
arranged carefully across the top in a sort
of blank plea, maybe for meaning. The
cut-away rectangle in the wall forms an
exposed wood dais that contrasts lumi-
nously with the neat, white rectangle of
the photograph. With this oblique altar
to modernism, Ross-Ho begins to com-
plicate the subject of meaninglessness,
provoking questions rather than complic-
ity.

Large rectangles of white sheetrock
lean against equally white walls like
industrial monoliths. Photos and prints

Amanda Ross-Ho, Sad Sack, 2007, canvas
dropcloth, sculpture remnants, at Cherry and
Martin, Los Angeles. (Photo: Robert
Wedemeyer.)

hang on these with the orderly design of
a department store sale, evoking the mix-
and-match sensibility of Ross-Ho's prac-
tice; pieces can be bought individually or
as an installation. While this flexibility
may be good news for budget-conscious
buyers, it generates a lack of completion
more than any critique of commerce-
the possibility of which falls flat within
the context of the gallery. Several works
utilize the tools of art, commenting on
the process of making as related to art
and to craf. A paint-splattered coat is on
display and the flatbed scan of a marked-
up cutting board is used in several pieces,
its scratches enlarged on pale blue
ground. The cut-away pages of crafting
manuals are filled with the surface of the
board. Indeed, a fascination with art ver-
sus arts-and-crafts permeates the exhibi-
tion, resonating more profoundly in
pieces that are either hung individually
on the sheetrock or cut directly from its
surface. In gran-aberfira #2, rough holes
produce the pattern of a macram6
design, complete with tassels. The con-
version in scale and medium creates a
curious rift, where craft pattern evolves
alternately into rug, sculpture, altar or
shadow play. In White Goddess 3 (which is
actually black), another macram6 pattern
shape is painted in canvas and hung on
the sheetrock panel.

The most successful piece does not
make use of sheetrock at all but rather
forms a huge Oldenburgian art sack filled
with the oversized trappings of an artist:
Stretcher bars and red patterned frames
(apparently these latter pieces are
enlarged versions of Ross-Ho's past
sculptures) sit together in a bag made to
emulate one the artist carries. Playful and
funny, Sad Sack incites a reflexive com-
mentary that supersedes itself, embracing
the broader implications of value and
worth in relation to the inflation of iden-
tity (or the trappings thereof) as a means
of self-preservation or awareness, a possi-

bility equal parts necessary and absurd,
yet achingly human. While the exhibition
achieves an interesting sort of malleabili-
ty, overall, it lacks the purposeful verve of
more committed pieces such as Mantle
and Sad Sack. But underneath the clever
manipulation and self-conscious art-
world commentary lurks a deeper kind of
questioning with an inviting sense of
humor. Bits of day-to-day detritus are
placed here and there behind rough holes
cut in various pieces of sheet rock
throughout the exhibition. One of these,
a cat's water dish, lies empty in perhaps
the most wry and curious nod to ques-
tions of meaning, malleability and pur-
poseffilness of all.

-Annie Buckley

Amanda Ross-Ho: Nothin Fuckin Matters
closed in February at Cherry and Martin, Los
Angeles.

Annie Buckley is a freelance writer based in
Los Angeles.

Samantha Fields at
LightBox/Kim Light
Gallery

•amantha Fields's paintings

at LightBox, all depicting
monstrous storms, cover
quite a lot of conceptual
ground. They dust off
old-fashioned (which is
not to say obsolete) ideas
of transcendentalism and

the sublime--exemplified in the work of
the Hudson River school painters of the
mid-1800s-but suggest, too, apocalyptic
visions of the future in which a compro-
mised Earth is ravaged by hurricanes and
twisters. Fields describes
herself as an environmen-
talist; in a statement she
writes that she feels a kin-
ship with painters like
Thomas Moran, who
sought to preserve
America's wilderness by
helping to spearhead the
National Parks movement.

The menacing skies
depicted in This Land,
Fields's first major solo
exhibition, aren't imagined.
She spent the summer of
2006 chasing storms in
Nebraska, coming away Samantha Fi
with thousands of digital 2006, acrylic
photographs. One painting Light Gallery
might represent a composite
of several different photos-
she notes, for instance, that several of her
Nebraska skies are paired with landscapes
lifted from the Mojave Desert (most
works in This Land include only a thin,
darkened strip of earth). Global warming
of course, threatens a similar type of
transposition, introducing foreign weath-
er to established ecosystems.

Fields's project seems straightforward
enough-and in fact it might be a bit too
straightforward if there were not some-
thing strikingly odd about these paint-
ings. While you can imagine many
painters approaching the subject of a vio-
lent storm with agitated brushwork, the
surfaces of Fields's paintings are entirely
without texture. Betraying not even a
hint of a brushstroke, they reveal nothing
of their process. A paper-thin layer of
paint uniformly covers each canvas. Areas
of color-gray, orange, blue, yellow,
black-blend seamlessly, not overlapping
so much as fusing together. Scrutinizing
a painting at close range feels like gazing
into fog: Your eye finds nothing definite
to latch onto. But while the works in This
Land lack a rich quality of surface, they
are still seductive-luminous, evasive and
atmospheric. As painted skies, they're
extraordinarily convincing.

It turns out that Fields makes her
paintings using a process she adapted
from Japanese airbrushing techniques,
meticulously layering mists of color in a
way that leaves no trace of her hand. The
end result is a matte, photo-like surface.
While others have painted photo-realistic
or photo-derived images as a means of
commenting on the relationship between
painting and photography, Fields's pro-
ject seems less concerned with aesthetic
theory and more concerned, in a way,
with human psychology. After all, both
painting and photography have been
used as a means to capture what we see
in the world and to re-present it on our
own terms. But of course, replicating the
way something looks, however faithfully,
doesn't amount to comprehending it.
Weather, for example, remains a chaotic
system, impossible to predict very far in
advance despite the use of high-tech
instruments.

Viewed as a whole, Fields's process

elds, To Rain Upon the Earth (Colorado Plain),
on canvas on panel, 48" x 72", at LightBox/Kim
Los Angeles.

embraces two extremes of human nature.
On the one hand, her direct experience
of these colossal storms (an act she
describes as "essential" to her work)
indulges a universal desire to peer over
the brink of knowledge, to test the limits
of our capabilities. On the other, her
highly controlled method of translating
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the storms .conjured, the image
into paint-a dissolves, making it
mute, still ver- more memory than
sion of a for- reality. The viewer
midable and . . risks falling into
uncontainable these images:
event-fulfills ... Attempts to bring
an equally them into focus
powerful draws one into a
human need to state of sublime
feel in control Sean Higgins, Last Island, 2007, ink-jet print trans- vertigo.
of whatever fer, acrylic on Plexiglas, at sixspace, Los Angeles. HIggins enforces
surrounds us. the mediated dis-
Shuttling tance between the
between these two poles, her process viewer's focal plane and the image surface
actually parallels Kant's notion of how we by mounting the prints on the verso side
experience sublime events: First comes of the glass. The recognition of this
the stage of overwhelming awe, then remove nonetheless provokes a widening
comes the stage of rational recuperation, of the eyes, an effort to sharpen what can
We take a nalve but necessary comfort in never be brought into focus. Like the
our mind's ability to assimilate such phe- difficulty of remembering a face, these
nomena as catastrophic storms-then we images are delicately balanced on the
manage, once again, to assert the superi- edge of perception, like fragments of
ority of our consciousness over our fun- visual memories which can only be par-
damentally incomprehensible environ- tially resurrected.
ment. Though the technique is certainly

stunning and unique, Higgins's work is
-Katherine Satorius much more than a simple exploration of

creative media. The exhibition includes
Samantha Fields: This Land closed April 7 at least three distinct series within this

at LightBox/Kim Light Galleiy Los Angeles. larger body of work, including horizon-
less images of ocean waves, aerial views

Katherine Satodus is a freelance writer of unknown landmasses and angular ice-
based in Santa Monica bergs. Though they are brought together

by their representation in similar media,
Sean Higgins at the images-from the actual subject mat-

ter depicted to its photographic repre-
sixspace sentation-are all quite different. The

show's title, Island ofRelative Stability,
S4ean Higgins's new work refers to a group of physical elements

on view at sixspace is, in a that possess significantly longer half-lives
word, transcendent, than the surrounding elements on the
Impossible to categorize periodic table. A comparison can be
definitively as photogra- made between nuclear physics' reliance
phy, painting or sculp- on geographic metaphor to visualize the
ture, the pieces draw both movements of atomic particles points
from photographs made and a similar structuring principle in

by the artist and found images, likely Higgins's Island of Relative Stability. He
appropriated from magazines. Higgins is employs the metaphor in reverse, using
resolutely vague when asked to identify images of monumental land formations
his sources, as his work concentrates on a to summon that most invisible aspect of
revaluation of place, conjuring up new the human psyche, the memory.
and purposefully unidentifiable topogra- Even the worn edges, the grid of
phies that exist outside of time. creases made by folding and re-folding a

Digitally printed images are trans- magazine page, are celebrated in
ferred onto the back of hand-sanded Higgins's Over the Essex and Winter
Plexiglas sheets that range in size from Version. In the former, a wall of stormy,
24-by-24 inches to 60-by-60 inches. The deep cerulean blue water is divided into
even, buffed surfaces devour the bright equal panes, thin white lines tracing the
gallery lights with the intensity of black folds. Like a favorite travel brochure,
velvet, though the images and back- weathered from months of admiring the
grounds themselves are predominantly coveted landscape, the image here-
pearlescent white. Like the impenetrable despite its ominous nature-is soft and
depths of dean, hard ice, Higgins' care-worn. In Winter Version, which
images are dangerously alluring. The depicts a craggy island of rock and ice in
gauzy effect of the sanded Plexiglas cou- black and white, the creases are most
pled with the indistinct print transfer prominent at the bottom of the image
process dares one to look closer, to and fade into the luminous white sky at
attempt to discern the blurry details. the top, suggesting a favorite picture that
Valhalla, an aerial perspective of a spring- has gradually supplanted the memory it
green island in a sea of white, places represents.
these details perpetually out of reach. Invoking the aura of singular works
One can almost make out a rocky cliff or that have accumulated a history indepen-
a grove of trees. But as quickly as it is dent of their creators, Higgins's series

Installation view, Trans-aestheticizat
UC Riverside. (Photo: Jonathon Gre

tural mask for the actual Main
beyond the "Happiest Place On
meticulously decorated walls. It
ond half of the twentieth centuw
Disney's strategy was vigorousl3
to other facets of culture, main]
and planned communities, and t
underlying motivation was gene

relays a belief that such physici
are equally valuable in contribua
the power of art. Pictures may

represent their makers' memor
indeed, pictures may have men
their own.

Sean Higgins: Island of Relative
closed in March at sixspace, Los An

Kim Beil is a freelance writer ba
Angeles.

'The Trans-
Aestheticization c
Daily Life' at the
Sweeney Art Galli

_41"MNIft. nce upi
people
Disney

environ
obvious
cial tha
tapositi

made t
outside seem real. Amusement
traveled from all parts of the co
globe for that matter-to wand
through the utopian setting of
Disneyland's Main Street, U.S.
of repetition, branding, televisii
paigns and taking full advantag
American culture's cultivated rc
longing for a Mayberry-like rei
Disneyland-if only for a mom
became not only a destination b
collective state of mind or a sor
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al histories same: to reflect culture's perception of
iting to itself in order to attract a consumer base
not only to a hyperreal environment in which sub-
ies; jectivity would become enmeshed with
iories of prescribed cultural consciousness driven

by commerce. Universal City Walk, for
example, is an amalgam of various bits of

-Kim Beil Americana in the form of shops and
restaurants, and the open-air mall makes

Stability use of synthetic familiarity developed by
igeles. the entertainment industry as a major

draw. There is actually a chain of malls
sed in Los called City Place that can be found from

coast to coast and these too have adopt-
ed the Main Street motif and generally
house similar stores (Circuit City, Best
Buy, Borders, etc). In Southern

•f California, particularly in the Inland
Empire, there are dozens of planned
communities (often gated) that are

3ry developed around mall-like commercial
zones disguised as "town centers."

on a time, Unlike town centers of the past, which
escaped to evolved naturally as communities grew,
land, an these new commercial centers either
nment so come first or are planned into the com-
sly artifi- munities. Mom-and-Pop shops or cor-
.t, by jux- ner coffee houses have been supplanted
ion, it by Quizno's and Starbucks. Spontaneity,
he world discovery and choice have been sacri-
park-goers ficed as a result. In one way or another
untry-or we all are familiar with-and relatively
er complicit in-this trend. What remains

elusive in this urban condition is the
A. By way role of art and subjectivity in developing
on cam- cultural identity.
e of The Trans-Aestheticization of Daily Life,
)mantic curated by Peter Zellner, brings together
ality, eight artists who examine the status, or
ent- condition, of art in an American society
but also a which seems increasingly devoid of a
t of cul- subjective cultural consciousness and has

fallen victim to
the commercial
effect in which
all aspects of
personal life are
mediated.
Unexpectedly,
the exhibition
does not convey
a doomsday
attitude that
anticipates the
death of indi-
vidual expres-
sion in the face
of the commer-
cial juggernaut.
Instead, this
collection of
work demon-

ion of Daily Life, at the Sweeney Gallery, strates a gener-
en.) ally optimistic

view that sug-
gests art is, and

Streets will always be, a necessity in developing
Earth's" and maintaining cultural identity.
the sec- Several artists present video installa-

tions, and this is fitting, given that the
applied major driving force of commercial sys-

y malls tems is television and film. Justin Beal's
the Videotron manipulates time and public
erally the space while re-appropriating commercial
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